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In this Issue-

"Children must be taught how to think,
not what to think."
                                ~Margaret Mead



Counsellor’s Chronicles

The quality of intelligence is a mandatory component in every
choice we make. Be it the decision-making regarding a subject
choice or planning for an undergraduate specialisation or even
selecting portions of syllabus for exam preparation, our
intelligence is at work 24/7!

Intelligence Redefined



We often come across the umbrella phrase She / he is extremely
intelligent. The instant assumption is intelligence means top
academic scores. The ability to retain academic concepts is not the
sole defining framework. Exactly what is intelligence?
To understand intelligence, it is crucial to recognise that the much
pursued quality is not a singular one, rather it has several
components. 



Each one of us is blessed with this quality. What we choose to
evolve as in our lives and careers, depends on which coloured
segment we resonate with. There are several scientific tests based
on Multiple Intelligences and are often used as a reliable reference
in selection of academic / creative streams.

https://fairborndigital.us/

https://fairborndigital.us/


 INTELLIGENCE & IDENTITY  

Once we recognise our special type of intelligence, the next step is to
create a strong identity. 
Identity is more than clinical and government regulatory details. It is
essential to establish ourselves as an evolving global learner, who is keen
to explore, yet is deeply rooted,  a risk taker who transforms misses to 
 precious life skills. To refer to a checklist may not be realistic, but we can
definitely attempt to remember a few points as we carve out a  new me !



Focus

In continuation with last month’s Focus on Robotics, we share
with you a list of skills that are recognised as essential.
These skills or application habits start early. What we need to do
is to identify and build them further with the right balance of
knowledge and practice.

SKILLSETS 4 ROBOTICS 

https://robodk.com/blog/core-robotics-skills-needed/

https://robodk.com/blog/core-robotics-skills-needed/


ALUMNI EXPERT TALK

2022 began with the fabulous Alumni Expert Talk , delivered by Srisha
Sridhar. On 17th January , Srisha shared reality bytes of his journey
right from his DYPIS days to his current designation as Private equity
Analyst in Hong Kong . 

Srisha Sridhar



It was an enriching session that allowed our students to have a practical
overview of the transition from school to college to career and the
milestones that one crosses. Another important learning was that all
milestones do not speak of success! The skills learnt at DYPIS helped
Srisha handle the way ahead and life also made him acquire more to
enable a smooth change.



Happy Reading!

Team DYPIS


